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Influence of stream flow on trout populations
Different scales of effects
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Hydrologic Regime of a River
• flow magnitude, timing,
duration, frequency and rate
of change
• “natural” regime determined
by climate and geology
• “regulated” regime reflects
human use and management
• hydrologic regime drives
geomorphic processes in
stream channel and floodplain
• “bankfull” flow is key
• geomorphic processes
influence habitat and
productivity

Natural Hydrologic Regimes
Warm River
•Mid-elevation •Low relief
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Natural vs. Regulated: Storage/Delivery
Henry's Fork at Island Park, Mean 1972-2003
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Natural vs. Regulated: Diversion
Fall River near Chester, Mean 1972-2002
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Natural vs. Regulated:
Irrigation Diversion + GW return
•Decreased peak
flow
•Higher flow late
summer through
early spring due
to increased
groundwater
return

Does hydrologic alteration affect trout populations?
•YES, at a variety of spatial scales
•e.g., correlation between abundance/distribution of wild trout
and hydrologic integrity across 41 watersheds in GYE
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Does hydrologic alteration affect native trout?
•SORT OF…..
•no correlation between abundance/distribution of native trout
and hydrologic integrity across watersheds in GYE…..
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•…but when we considered only watersheds where native trout
still dominate, strong correlation returns
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Conclusions from that study
•Where nonnatives have successfully invaded, native trout are
absent even where hydrologic alteration is minimal, e.g.,
•Madison River
•Gallatin River
•S. F. Shoshone River
•Yellowstone headwaters (Yellowstone Lake)

•In presence of nonnative trout, maintaining natural hydrologic
regime is not sufficient to maintain cutthroat trout

Does hydrologic alteration affect nonnative trout invasions?
•YES!
•High flows during egg incubation/fry emergence can prevent
successful reproduction
•Brook and brown trout: winter
•Rainbow trout: May/June
•Flow-related migration barriers can limit invasions
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Cutthroat trout
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Cutthroat dominate

Snake headwaters (runoffdominated)
Rainbow dominate
•Upper Henry’s Fork
(ground-water dominated-natural)
•Upper Teton (ground-water
dominated--irrigation)

Both species present
Upper S. Fork, lower Teton

Snowmelt-dominated hydrologic regime is the primary reason
why rainbow trout have not fully displaced YCT in the Teton
River drainage like they have almost everywhere else in the HF
watershed. But…
1.
2.
3.
4.

Snowmelt-dominated regime does not limit brook trout invasion
Irrigation has increased groundwater component in Teton R.
Rainbow/hybrid trout are increasing in Teton watershed
Climate change could reduce snowmelt component

Role of hydrology in YCT restoration in HF Watershed
No easy answers but a few observations…
1. Groundwater-dominated regimes per se are not detrimental to
YCT; YCT were historically present throughout the Henry’s
Fork, including groundwater-dominated systems.
2. Wild, nonnative trout currently thrive in the Henry’s Fork
watershed in a variety of altered hydrologic regimes.
3. If nonnative trout were not present:
a. There would probably be lots of YCT in the same places
there are currently lots of nonnative trout
b. Hydrologic concerns would be the same as those for
nonnative fish (e.g., low flow below Island Park)—greater
migratory needs of YCT a possible exception

With nonnative trout present…
5. Where YCT are isolated above flow-related migration barriers,
increasing flow connectivity could allow invasion of brook
trout (e.g., South Leigh Creek).
6. Where YCT still exist with rainbow trout, increasing peak flows
during May-June could reduce rainbow spawning success—
i.e., hydrology could be a tool to limit rainbow success.
7. Because of snowmelt-dominated hydrology of Bitch and
Canyon creeks, best chance for hydrologic restoration to
directly benefit YCT is in lower Teton River.
8. All YCT conservation/restoration efforts must consider effects
of nonnative trout.
9. This is not easy!

